Read the questions carefully and circle the correct option.  

1) The baby ................. for milk  
   1. Cried  2. laughed  3. played  4. danced

2) My Headmistress congratulated me on my hard work.  
   Here congratulated – can be replaced with .................  

3) We celebrate our independence day .... 15th August every year .  
   Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition  
   1. on  2. at  3. in  4. under

4) Mr. Kumar is my mother’s brother. He is my .....  
   Fill in the blanks with right kinship  
   1. Cousin  2. Uncle  3. brother  4. grand-father

5) Tiger Tiger burning bright .......  
   Choose an appropriate rhyming word for the underline word  
   1. boat  2. night  3. cat  4. mat

6) I like my abode. Here ‘abode’ means  
   1) Home  2) Office  3) School  4) Room

7) The tiger is a wild animal. ............... lives in forest.  
   1) He  2) She  3) They  4) It

8) Choose the rhyming word for “past”  
   1) Pant  2) Pot  3) Last  4) Lost

9) You should always  
   1) Help others  2) Disobey elders  
   3) Beat your friends  4) Hurt others

10) Choose the pair which does not rhyme.  
    1) Kind - mind  2) Deeds - Seeds  3) Ill - hill  4) Moments – kindness
11) There is water-scarcity. Here ‘Scarcity’ means

12) The words which describe noun or pronoun are

13) Choose the word which rhymes with the word “Vote”
1. tune  2. boon  3. note  4. corn

14) Choose the right spelling of the word given below

15) You should not

16) The Taj Mahal is ….. Agra ….. New Delhi.
Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition
1. at, in  2. in, at  3. on, at  4. at, on

17) Choose the pair of the words which does not rhyme.

18) The man saw a snake. ….. was stiff with cold.
Fill in the blanks with appropriate pronoun
1. It  2. He  3. She  4. They

19) ............. is a good student. She obeys elders.
Fill in the blanks with appropriate noun.

20) Little drops of water make a mighty …..
Fill in the blanks with appropriate word
1. bucket  2. land  3. ocean  4. heaven

21) I saw a big snake
Choose an appropriate opposite word for the underline word.
1. huge  2. small  3. large  4. Short

22) Which vegetable makes you cry?

23) Which form do you use to save money in the bank?
24) Identify the word which cannot be formed using the letters in the word “YESTERDAY”.
1. DATE  2. YEAR  3. EASY  4. TEAM

25) We must take bath . . . .
1. Once in a week  2. On holidays
3. Times a day  4. Everyday

26) Find the meaning of the word “Cheerfully”
1. happily  2. gracefully  3. beautifully  4. Wonderfully

27) Which is a good habit?
1. Walking without slippers  2. Wearing dirty clothes

28) Find the opposite of the underlined word:
I wash my hands before every meal.
1. After  2. now  3. Soon  4. Later

29) “Please, close the window” – What type of sentence is it?

30) How many vowels are there in the word “SEPARATE”
1. 3 Vowels  2. 5 Vowels  3. 6 Vowels  4. 2 Vowels

31) Our well water is as . . . . as honey.
1. brown  2. dark  3. sweet  4. chill

32) Form a new word by changing the first letter of the word “LUNCH”

33) Uncovered garbage bins will
1. give a sweet smell  2. make the place dirty
3. be easy to dump the waster  4. not be used

34) We should drink …. of water everyday
1. Six to eight glasses  2. two to three glasses
3. one glass  4. twenty glasses

35) Among the following, which one is related to hygiene.
1. Health is wealth  2. God is love
3. cleanliness is next to godliness  4. No pain, No gain

36) The end part of a leave letter to teacher should be ………
1. Yours lovingly  2. Yours friendly
3. Yours obediently  4. Yours truly
37) Which among the pair is not an anagram?

38) Which among the pair is not a homophone?
   1. write – right   2. rice - rise   3. are – or   4. daught – doctor

39) Which among the following item is a daily habit?
   1. cutting the nails   2. taking bath   3. taking oil bath   4. apply shampoo on hair

Read the passage and choose the suitable answer for the question below:

Ragu wanted to help his mother. So, he went to the market to buy some vegetables with the help of his bicycle.

40) Ragu went to the market to buy some ____________

41) Ragu wanted to help his ____________

42. Look at the Picture and write Three sentences about it.  

43. Read aloud with correct pause and pronunciation.
    Here is a glass jar. There are no sweets in it. But it is full of letters. Take the letters from the glass jar and arrange it.

44. Punctuate the following sentences:-

    1. How beautiful the lotus is __
    2. What is your name ___

45. Writing :- As given by the teacher